NOLITA VANITY

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for choosing Trueform Concrete.
Nolita’s slender, open design is meant to impart a
sense of lightness and spaciousness in your room.
Whether your wall is tiled or sheetrocked, we
strongly recommend fastening it to the wall.
For the best results, please read these
instructions in their entirety to understand the
complete process before you begin.
Note: Trueform assumes that you have notched or removed any wall
trim or base molding along the ﬂoor that may prevent the vanity from
touching the wall. Leaving this trim in place will result in a gap
between the sink and the wall.

Hardware Provided

Materials Required
Philips head screwdriver

3 sleeve anchors
with paired screws
for fastening base
to the wall

1 hex wrench for
tightening the set
screws under the sink

Caulk or silicone
Power drill with pilot bit and 9/32” bit
Tile bits are required if your wall is tiled.

NOLITA VANITY

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Tethering The vanity
1. Place the vanity base (without the sink) in its ﬁnal location and use the threaded feet on the bottom of
the base to position it such that it rests evenly on the ﬂoor. A clockwise motion reduces the distance
to the bottom of the vanity while a counter-clockwise motion increases the distance. The vanity top
should be level in all directions before proceeding to Step 2.
2. In the rear of the base is a top stretcher containing 3 holes that enable you to anchor the metal base to
the wall. Either use a pencil to mark each hole’s location on the wall or use a small bit to drill pilot holes
in the wall. Note that you can use the 2 outer-most holes and still achieve an adequate hold.
3. Move the vanity base away from the wall and use a 9/32” bit to enlarge the pilot holes. Drive the
supplied anchor sleeves into the holes until they are ﬂush to the wall. Note that an anchor is not
required for any locations where you hit a stud. Here, wood screws can be utilized.
4. Place the concrete sink on the base and center it over the base horizontally, ensuring that it also lines
up ﬂush against the rear-most point of the base. Locate the two set screws included in metal tabs on
the left and right stretchers toward the rear of the base. These screws secure the sink to the base and
prevent any horizonal movement. Once the concrete top is perfectly centered on the base, slowly turn
each screw - alternating from one to the other - until “snug” contact is made with the inner apron of
both sides of the sink. Do not overtighten as this may crack the sink.
5. Once the base is secured to the top, apply a small bead of caulk or silicone on the vertical surface of
the sink that comes in contact with the wall.
6. Gently move the vanity base back to its ﬁnal location, ensuring that the holes line up with the anchors.
Use the supplied screws to tether the vanity base to the anchors. Again, do not overtighten these
screws.
7. Clean up any excess caulk (with water) or silicone (with denatured alchocol) that may have leaked onto
visible areas of the sink.
8. For best results you should wait 24 hours for the caulk / silicon to set and dry until proceeding with
any plumbing as this will further secure the entire vanity to the wall.

That’s it! We hope you enjoy your Nolita Vanity. If you have any questions or need assistance, feel free to
reach us at 888-474-7977 or at info@trueformconcrete.com.

